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Global routing has been a historically challenging problem
in electronic circuit design, where the challenge is to con-
nect a large and arbitrary number of circuit components with
wires without violating the design rules for the printed cir-
cuit boards or integrated circuits. Similar routing problems
also exist in the design of complex hydraulic systems, pipe
systems and logistic networks. Existing solutions typically
consist of greedy algorithms and hard-coded heuristics. As
such, existing approaches suffer from a lack of model flexibil-
ity and non-optimum solutions. As an alternative approach,
this work presents a deep reinforcement learning method for
solving the global routing problem in a simulated environ-
ment. At the heart of the proposed method is deep reinforce-
ment learning that enables an agent to produce an optimal
policy for routing based on the variety of problems it is pre-
sented with leveraging the conjoint optimization mechanism
of deep reinforcement learning. Conjoint optimization mech-
anism is explained and demonstrated in details; the best net-
work structure and the parameters of the learned model are
explored. Based on the fine-tuned model, routing solutions
and rewards are presented and analyzed. The results indicate
that the approach can outperform the benchmark method of
a sequential A* method, suggesting a promising potential
for deep reinforcement learning for global routing and other
routing or path planning problems in general. Another ma-
jor contribution of this work is the development of a global
routing problem sets generator with the ability to generate
parameterized global routing problem sets with different size
and constraints, enabling evaluation of different routing al-
gorithms and the generation of training datasets for future
data-driven routing approaches.

1 Introduction
Keeping pace with Moore’s Law, Integrated Circuits

(IC) are becoming increasingly more sophisticated with the
number of transistors in a unit area increasing exponentially
over time [1, 2]. More capable automatic design systems are
needed to help engineers tasked with solving increasingly
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more challenging IC design problems. In the design flow
of IC, global routing is a particularly critical and challeng-
ing stage in which the resources for routing (hence design
constraints) in the chip design is allocated based on the pre-
ceding step of component placement and configurations of
the chip to be designed [3]. The routing problem is then ad-
dressed in two stages, the first being the global routing step
(the focus of this work), followed by detailed routing where
the actual path of the wires and vias connecting those elec-
tronic components are decided.

Global routing has been a historically challenging prob-
lem in IC physical design for decades. Global routing in-
volves a large and arbitrary number of nets to be routed,
where each net may consist of many pins to be intercon-
nected with wires. Even the simplest version of the problem,
where a single net with only two pins needs to be routed un-
der the design constraints is an NP-complete problem [4].
In real settings, millions of components and nets may need
to be integrated on a single chip, making the problem ex-
tremely challenging. Similar routing problems are encoun-
tered in other domains including routing-design of hydraulic
systems [5], complex pipe system routing in ships [6], urban
water distribution systems [7, 8], and routing of city logistic
services [9, 10].

Owing to the difficulties of the problem and demand for
tools for designing increasingly complicated IC, global rout-
ing has been one of the most active research areas in IC de-
sign [3,11,12,13]. However, current solutions rely primarily
on heuristically driven greedy methods such as net ordering
followed by sequential net routing [3], routing different ar-
eas of chip sequentially [14], and net ordering followed by
force-directed routing [15]. These heuristic based methods
are primarily applicable with strong constraints on the prob-
lems to be solved. As such, there remains potential to iden-
tify better solutions that can further minimize the objective
functions of interest such as the total wirelength and edge
overflow commonly utilized in IC design.

This work presents a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
driven approach to global routing. DRL combines reinforce-
ment learning and deep learning, and has been successfully
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utilized in a variety of sequential decision making problems
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 16]. In our setting, both the state space
(routing states) and the action space (routing decisions) are
discrete and finite. Moreover, since a future routing state
only depends on the current routing state and all states fea-
tures are observable, we model the problem as a Markov De-
cision Process [22]. We choose a Deep Q-network (DQN) as
our fundamental RL algorithm to address the global routing
problem.

At the heart of our approach is the observation that a
properly trained Q-network within our DQN formulation can
consider the nets and the pins to be routed conjointly, as op-
posed to attempting to route them sequentially with little or
no backtracking. A single Q-network is trained and learned
on the target problem of interest. When trained, it produces a
‘best’ action for the dynamically evolving state of the routing
by taking into account all the previous successful as well as
unsuccessful net routing attempts that inform a reward func-
tion.

To the best of our knowledge, the presented work is
the first attempt to formulate and solve global routing as a
deep reinforcement learning problem. A global routing prob-
lem sets generator is also developed to automatically gener-
ate parameterized problems with different scales and con-
straints, enabling comparisons between algorithms and pro-
viding training, testing and validation data for future data-
driven approaches. We describe our DQN formulation to-
gether with the parametric studies of the best parameters of
the algorithm and network structure. We compare our ap-
proach against solutions obtained by the commonly used A*
search, which is sequentially applied to solve a set of nets. It
is noted however that our approach, similar to previous ap-
proaches, does not guarantee global optimum.

2 BACKGROUND and RELATED WORK
2.1 Global Routing

Global routing allocates space resources on the chip to
be designed by connecting the electronic components in a
circuit coarsely based on a given placement solution [23]. It
can be modeled as a grid graph G(V,E), where each vertex vi
represents a rectangular region of the chip, so-called a global
routing cell (Gcell) or a global routing tile, and each edge ei j
represents the boundary between vi and v j. In a given rout-
ing problem, IC design considerations impose constraints on
the edges between neighboring global routing tiles. For this,
each edge ei j is assigned a capacity ci j ∈ Z+ that indicates
the maximum number of wire crossings that are permitted
without penalty across that edge. In the final routing solu-
tion, if the number of wire crossings across ei j exceeds ci j,
this excess is represented as the overflow of the edge o fi j
and the real-time capacity of ei j becomes −o fi j. The rout-
ing problem takes as input an arbitrary number of nets, where
each net has a number of pins with known layout coordinates
to be interconnected.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a real circuit and its corre-
sponding grid graph. Global routing’s goal is to find wiring
paths that connect the pins inside the Gcells through G(V,E)

Fig. 1. Sample of a real circuit and corresponding grid graph for
global routing [14].

for all input nets. When connections are made through an
edge whose capacity has been exhausted, the excess cross-
ings are counted as the overflow (OF) for that edge. The goal
of global routing is to minimize: (1) The congestion in the
final design, which is the total overflow accrued over all the
edges, and (2) The total wirelength (WL), which is the sum
of tile-to-tile connections emanating from all the nets used in
the design. If two routing solutions achieve the same capac-
ity constraint, the one with smaller wirelength will be a better
solution. In most cases, a grid graph to be routed consists of
more than one layer, and the connection from one cell to the
neighboring cell in the layer above or below is called a via.

In global routing, the nets are usually routed sequen-
tially [3]. In routing each single net, there are often more
than two pins to be connected, in which case methods such
as the minimum spanning tree (MST) or rectilinear Steiner
tree (RST) is used for decomposing a multiple-pin net prob-
lem into a set of two-pin connection problems [3,24,25,26].
Once a net is decomposed into a set of two-pin connection
problems, search algorithms such as A* is used to find a
solution to the two-pin problems. Once the set of two-pin
problems of a net are solved, these solutions are merged into
a solution for a single net.

Based on the above primary solution strategies, more
advanced heuristic-based techniques including rip-up and
reroute [27], force-directed routing, and region-wise rout-
ing [3] have been developed to increase the performance of
global routing techniques. Besides, some machine learn-
ing based techniques has been applied to solve global rout-
ing such as prediction of routing congestion models [28] or
routability prediction [29] with supervised models. However,
these machine learning based approach only solves part of
the problem instead of providing a closed loop global routing
solution. Also, to our knowledge, no published research of
global routing has investigated deep reinforcement learning
as a possible new strategy, which might well fit for solving
Markov Decision Process like global routing.

2.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning
At the heart of reinforcement learning is the discovery

of the optimal action-value function Q∗(s,a) by maximizing
the expected return starting from state s, taking action a, and
then following policy π from there on that gives rise to the
subsequent action-state configurations [30]:
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Q∗(s,a) = maxπE[Rt |st = s,at = a,π] (1)

The above optimal action-value function obeys the Bell-
man equation (Eqn. 2), wherein many reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms estimate the action-value function in an iter-
ative manner. Obtaining updated value of action-value func-
tion following Qi+1(s,a) = E[r+ γmaxa′Q∗(s′,a′)|s,a], with
expectation of current reward r and maximized future reward
multiplied with a discount factor γ, given a current state s and
an action a taken from that state.

Q∗(s,a) = Es′∼ξ[r+ γmaxa′Q
∗(s′,a′)|s,a] (2)

In actual implementation, a function approximator
Q(s,a;θ) is used to estimate the optimal action-value func-
tion. In DRL, a deep neural network such as a convolutional
neural network (CNN) [16] or fully connected networks are
used as the function approximator. The neural network used
in the algorithm is often referred to as the Q-network. The Q-
network is trained with a batch of sequences and actions by
minimizing loss functions Li(θi), which can be obtained by
Eqn.(3). Here, yi = Es′∼ε[r+ γmaxa′Q(s′,a′;θi−1)|s,a] is the
target for iteration i and ρ(s,a) is a probability distribution
over the states and actions.

By differentiating the loss function with respect to its
weights θi, the gradient Eqn.(4) is obtained. Based on the
gradient, the network is trained with stochastic gradient de-
scent. Once trained, actions can be obtained from the net-
work following an ε greedy strategy [16].

Li(θi) = Es,a∼ρ(.)[(yi−Q(s,a;θi))
2] (3)

∇θiLi(θi) = E[(r+ γmaxa′Q(s′,a′;θi−1)−Q(s,a;θi))dQ]
(4)

dQ = ∇θiQ(s,a;θi) (5)

3 METHOD
Figure 2 illustrates our DQN-based approach to global

routing. First, the problem sets generator generates prob-
lems with a specified size, complexity and constraints. All
the problems generated are stored in separate text files. Fol-
lowing the convention in the global routing problems, the in-
put text file contains all the information necessary to describe
the problem, including the size of the grid, the edge capacity
of the edges in the grid, the nets to be routed, and for each net
the spatial x,y,z coordinates of the pins that comprise the net.

Fig. 2. Pipeline for solving global routing with DQN.

The input file is read in and parsed. Then, each net is further
decomposed into a set of two-pin problems with the mini-
mum spanning tree algorithm. A* router and DQN router
are then used to solve the large set of two-pin problems. A*
is executed first in order to provide burn-in memory for the
DQN solver. After all two-pin problems emanating from all
the nets are solved, the solutions belonging to the individual
nets are merged. After a final solution is obtained for the en-
tire set of nets, it is evaluated in light of the total congestion
(sum of edge overflows, OF) and the total wirelength (WL) to
assess the quality of that particular solution. All steps except
solution evaluation are programmed in Python 3.6, and the
evaluation is done using a separate module written in Perl.
The details of the various steps are provided next.

3.1 Environment Setup
Given a target chip routing problem, the text description

input files consist of the chip information and all the nets
to be routed. Chip information consists of grid size, edge
capacities and the reduced capacities of some of the edges
owing to the pre-routed nets or other obstacles present on the
chip. The nets information consists of a list of pin locations
in each net. For a standard large scale target problem, the
number of pins belonging to a single net is not equal and
may, in fact, vary from as few as two to more than a thou-
sand. After the input file is read in and parsed, a simulated
global routing environment that incorporates all the chip and
nets information is created. The simulated environment is
designed to have the following functions:

1. For each net, decompose multi-pin problems into a set of
two pin problems. Feed routing solver with sets of two-
pin routing problems, store and merge two-pin solutions
to final global routing solution.
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Fig. 3. Example configurations of the simulated global routing envi-
ronment.

2. Provide reward feedback and observed sequence to
DQN algorithms.

3. Iteratively update edge capacities.

In general, the simulated global routing environment can
be compared to a sequential version of a maze game, with
edge capacities changing dynamically according to the thus-
far routed path. Fig. 3 shows an example of a simulated
two-layer (4× 4× 2) problem environment with an illustra-
tive routing solution for a two-pin problem. In Fig. 3, each
layer consists of 16 Gcells (4×4), with Layer 2 stacked right
above Layer 1. Bold edges have zero capacity, therefore the
route can only be north-south (referred to as the vertical di-
rection) in Layer 1 and east-west (referred to as the horizon-
tal direction) in Layer 2 without generating OF. Red rect-
angles represent blocked edges owing to pre-routed wires
or the existence of certain components. The two-pin prob-
lem is to generate a route from pin A to pin B, through dif-
ferent Gcells with the least WL and least OF possible. At
each step, starting from a Gcell, there are 6 possible moves,
as shown in Fig. 3 (right), which are going east (G1), west
(G3), north (G5), south (G6), up (G2) and down (G4). In
the simulated environment, actions are subject to boundary
conditions and capacity constraints, therefore actual possible
actions will vary and can be less than 6, depending on the en-
vironment settings of the problem. An illustrative solution to
the problem is shown in Fig. 3. Once a routing step is taken,
the capacity of the crossed edge changes accordingly.

In this work, 8× 8× 2 problems consisting of different
net numbers, pin numbers and capacity are used to explore
different settings and parameters. Results on larger problems
are also shown to demonstrate scalability.

3.2 Global Routing Problem Sets Generator
In order to facilitate comparison of different algorithms

of different scale and constraints, a global routing problem
sets generator is developed with the ability to automatically

generate a large problem database with user-specified prob-
lem numbers, grid size, number of nets, number of pins each
net, capacity settings. The generator imitates the features of
industrial global routing problems by breaking down the ca-
pacity settings into two parts: normal capacity and reduced
capacity. Normal capacity determines the capacity of edges
on horizontal direction (x direction) for the first layer and
vertical direction (y direction) on the second layer. Follow-
ing the properties of global routing problem, via capacity is
set to be large enough in the simulated environment so that
overflow will not occur in the via direction (z direction) and
is therefore not specified in the problem file. Reduced ca-
pacity is described by setting a set of specific edges in the
problem to prescribed capacity values. In our problem sets
generator, reduced capacity can be set based on edge utiliza-
tion conditions, which are statistical results showing the traf-
fic conditions of all edges based on solutions given by A*.
For instance, users can set a proportion of the most congested
edges to generate a problem with very stringent constraints.

Fig. 4 provides an example of edge utilization condi-
tions of two generated problems with parameters specified
(gridsize: 8×8×2, number of nets: 50, max number of pins
each net: 2, normal capacity: 3). The first problem (first
row) does not have reduced capacity, while the second one
(second row) got three of its most congested edge capaci-
ties reduced. The heat maps demonstrate the edge utilization
condition of these two problems based on A* solutions, and
the difference in the traffic condition of the problems can be
observed. This is an example to demonstrate the problem sets
generator’s ability to generate problems with significant vari-
ability in not only general problem settings such as size and
normal capacity but also detailed settings such as the amount
and distribution of pin numbers and locations. More exam-
ples of heat maps based on different generated problem sets
are provided in Appendix A. The source code for problem
sets generator will be made publicly available.

3.3 Problem breakdown and A* Search Solver
The solution obtained by A* serves as a benchmark

against which the DRL solution can later be compared in
terms of total WL and OF. In order to reduce the dimen-
sions of the problem, a sequential A* approach is adopted,
as shown in Fig. 2. All the nets in a single problem are dealt
with sequentially, during which nets with multiple pins are
decomposed with the minimum spanning tree method men-
tioned above.

Before DQN router starts to work, an A* search router
is used to solve those two-pin problems. A* finds a path
between the two pins (one of them taken as start S, the other
taken as goal G), with the cost function defined as:

f (n) = g(n)+h(n) (6)

where n represents the time step, g(n) represents the total
path length from S to the current position, and h(n) repre-
sents the future heuristic cost from the current position to G.
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Fig. 4. Heat maps and edge utilization histogram of two global routing problems generated with global routing problem set generator.
8× 8× 2 benchmark with normal capacity setting: (a) via capacity heat map, (b) vertical capacity heat map, (c) horizontal capacity heat
map, (d) edge utilization histogram; 8×8×2 benchmark with reduced capacity setting: (e) via capacity heat map, (f) vertical capacity heat
map, (g) horizontal capacity heat map,(h) edge utilization histogram. In these plots, darker cells correspond to less capacity utilization while
lighter colored cells correspond to higher capacity utilization. (number of nets: 50, max number of pins each net: 2, normal capacity: 3)

For each step, if there is no OF, the transition cost (in-
cremental path length) is 1. In case of an OF, the cost be-
comes 1000. For h(n), we use the Manhattan distance from
the current position to G, which makes the heuristic admis-
sible and thus the result optimal for that particular two-pin
problem. However, it must be noted that the optimality of
A* for the two-pin problems does not imply that the even-
tual final A* solution will be globally optimal, as the nets
(and hence each net’s resulting two-pin problems) are solved
sequentially rather than conjointly. This issue is discussed in
detail in the Results and Discussion section.

As shown in Fig. 2, in addition to serving as a bench-
mark, A* search also provides burn-in memory for DRL to
allow DRL to converge faster. However, using A* as burn-
in memory is optional, as early random walks could also be
used in place of A* for burn-in memory. Nonetheless, as will
be shown later, our results indicate that using A* as burn-in
for DRL allows DRL to converge much faster. An experi-
mental approach is applied to determine the best for burn-in
memory.

3.4 Deep Q-networks Router Implementation
Using the same problem breakdown, a deep Q-Network

is utilized to solve all the two-pin problems in an iterative
learning process. The framework of DQN is illustrated in

Fig. 5. In this framework, the Q-Network functions as an
agent interacting with the environment. Specifically, for each
two-pin problem, the environment provides the network with
state information. Then the agent evaluates the Q values of
all the potential next states (q1,q2...q6). Finally, based on
an ε-greedy algorithm, an action is chosen and executed, al-
tering the environment. The agent will have thus taken one
“step” in the environment. A reward is calculated according
to the new state and the edge capacity information is updated.
In parallel, a replay buffer records each transition along the
training process. These transitions are used for backpropaga-
tion when iteratively updating the weights in the Q-network.
Further details of the DQN routing algorithm can be found in
Appendix B. Critical elements of our approach are presented
below.

State design: The state is defined as a 12-dimensional
vector. The first three elements are the x,y,z coordinates of
the current agent location in the environment. The fourth
through the sixth elements encode the distance in the x, y
and z directions from the current agent location to the target
pin location. The remaining six dimensions encode the ca-
pacity information of all the edges the agent is able to cross.
This encoding scheme can be regarded as an admixture of
the current state, the navigation and the local capacity infor-
mation.
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Action space: The actions are represented with an inte-
ger from 0 to 5 corresponding to direction of move from the
current state.

Reward design: The reward is defined as a function of
the chosen action and the next state R(a,s′). In our case:

R(a,s′) =

{
+100 if s′ is the target pin,
−1 otherwise.

(7)

This design forces the agent to learn a path as short as pos-
sible since any unfruitful action will cause a decrement in
the cumulative reward. Additionally, we limit the maximum
number of steps the agent can take when solving each two-
pin problem to be less than a maximum threshold T max, de-
pending on the size of the problems to be solved. Following
this reward design, the cumulative reward is always between
(100−T max) and 100 when the two-pin problem is solved,
and −T max otherwise. This scheme is a useful indicator to
distinguish if the overall routing problem was successfully
solved, or no feasible solution was found. Feasible T max

needs to be tuned according to the problem size.
Replay buffer and burn-in: The replay buffer is an

archive of past transitions the agent experiences and is up-
dated during training. A burn-in pre-process is introduced to
fill in the replay buffer before training begins, which provides
a basic knowledge of the environment to the network. In our
case, the burn-in transitions are acquired during A* search.
In each training iteration, a batch of transition records are
randomly sampled from this replay buffer and used to update
the network weights through backpropagation.

As the Q-network is being trained, the two-pin problems
that are solved need not be completed. That is, the network
uses unsuccessful attempts (negative reward) at connecting
the pin pairs in addition to the successful attempts (high, pos-
itive reward).

ε-greedy algorithm: In our case, the ε-greedy algo-
rithm is utilized in the following form:

A(s) =

{
a random action with ε chance
argmaxa∈A Q(s,a) with 1− ε chance.

(8)

Network Architecture: The Q-network consists of
three fully-connected layers with 32, 64 and 32 hidden units
in each layer. Each layer is followed by a ReLU activation
layer [31]. The input size is 12, which is the same as the
number of elements in the designed state vector. The output
size is 6, aligned with the number of possible next states.

Training Episodes: Given the nets and the associated
extracted pin-pairs of each net, the Q-network gets updated
iteratively over many cycles on the same target problem. A
single passage of the entire set of pin-pairs, collected over
all the nets, through the network constitutes an episode. The
network is trained by processing the same pin-pairs over
many episodes until convergence is reached. Once con-
verged, the output of the Q-network allows the determination

Table 1. DQN model optimized parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Learning rate 1e-4 Batch size 32

Buffer size 50000 Burn-in size 10000

γ (Discount factor) 1.0 Burn-in memory A*-based

ε 0.05 Max episodes 5000

Fig. 5. Workflow of DQN-based router.

of the best action (as deemed by the network) for the given
state of the problem.

Training Parameters: These parameters are listed in
Tab. 1, which only includes the optimized set of parameters.
The model and parameter tuning process are shown and dis-
cussed next.

Training Specifications: The implementation of the
proposed algorithm is completed with Python and Tensor-
flow. The training process of an 8× 8× 2 problem usually
takes an hour on a workstation with an Intel Core i7-6850
CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

4 EXPERIMENTS
Firstly, to make DQN models work, general parameter

sets are selected for the batch size (32, 64, 128), learning rate
(1e-3, 1e-4. 1e-5), different network structures and ε values
(0.02, 0.05, 0.10).
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In order to help better understand the conjoint optimiza-
tion mechanism of DQN routing and facilitate tuning of the
model, DQN models with different parameters are trained
and then applied to solve a number of parameterized rout-
ing problems generated with Problem Sets Generator. Ta-
ble. 2 lists the parameters of generated problems and DQN
model parameters in the experiments. In the table, net num-
bers, capacity (global), max pin numbers (each net) belong
to problem parameters; while episodes, max step, γ, ε, burn-
in belong to DQN model parameters. In order to demonstrate
statistically significant results, each case is run on 40 prob-
lems, with the location of the pins and the number of pins
randomly selected. In order to simulate reduced capacity
specifications, the capacity for three of the most congested
edges evaluated based on A* solutions are reduced.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Conjoint Optimization of DQN routing

The main advantage of the Q-network-based DRL for
routing is the model’s ability to consider subtasks (nets and
pins to be routed) conjointly, which in this paper is referred
to as conjoint optimization of the DQN model. In explor-
ing the advantage of such a mechanism, a study of routing
problem types is conducted beforehand.

Based on a series of experiments on the generated prob-
lems with different parameters, one key difference between
the problems is based on how the edges are utilized in A*
routing. In the first category, no edge that originally has a
positive capacity is fully utilized based on A* and this cate-
gory of problems is referred to as a Type I problem or no-
edge-depletion problem. In the second category, at least
some edges that originally have a positive capacity are fully
utilized based on A*, and this category is referred to as a
Type II problem or partial-edge-depletion problem.

Type I and Type II problems conditions are simulated
by experiment parameter No.5 (Type II) and No.8 (Type I)
respectively. The only different parameter for the two sets
of problems is the net number: in experiments No.5 there
are 50 nets in each problem and in experiments No.8 there
are 30 nets in each problem. Under such parameter settings,
Type II problems appears more often in experiments No.5
then those in No.8. Fig. 6 shows the analysis of the DQN
models performance on two types of problems as well as the
plots showing edge utilization conditions of the two types of
problems based on A* solutions. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6e show the
edge utilization plots of edges before (blue) and after (red)
A* for a Type I (Fig. 6a) and a Type II (Fig. 6e) problem.
For Type I problems, with fewer nets to be routed, no edges
are fully utilized after A*; while for Type II problems, more
nets need to be routed within the same space. As such, some
edges are fully utilized after A*, as indicated by the red arrow
in Fig. 6e.

Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c show the comparison of WL and OF
based on DQN routing solutions (red) and A* (blue) on 40
cases of No.8 experiments (Type I dominant); while Fig. 6f
and Fig. 6g show the comparison of WL and OF based on
DQN solutions (red) and A* (blue) on 40 cases of No.5

experiments (Type II dominant). By comparing the perfor-
mance of DQN routing solutions on the two types of prob-
lems, it can be seen that the DQN router outperforms A* in
most cases (80% in terms of WL) in Type II dominant cases,
while in Type I dominant cases DQN router only outperforms
A* in less than one third of the cases (22.5% in terms of WL).

The main reason for the difference in DQN router per-
formance lies in the change of edge capacity when routing
nets sequentially. To better illustrate this, some example ca-
pacity configurations are provided in Fig. 7, which shows il-
lustrative capacity configurations of an original state (Fig. 7a
and Fig. 7b), no-edge-depletion state (Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d)
and partial-edge-depletion state (Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f). One
can think of this as the capacity heat map in one of the
three directions (horizontal direction, vertical direction and
the via direction) of a global routing problem. The no-edge-
depletion state and partial-edge-depletion state are gener-
ated by occupying a proportion of the capacity of the orig-
inal state, thus simulating the capacity condition during rout-
ing after a subset of the nets and a subset of the pins have
been routed. Binarized plots are capacity plots thresholded
at zero: grids with capacity equal to or below zero (cor-
responding to an overflow condition) are marked in black,
while grids with positive capacities are marked in white.

For a Type I (no-edge-depletion) problem, since no edge
is totally utilized after routing all nets, when routing the nets
and pin pairs sequentially, the capacity configuration will be
similar to the case in Fig. 7c throughout the routing proce-
dure. In this way, even though the capacity is changing after
some of the nets and pins have been routed, the binarized
capacity heat map would not change throughout the process.
For A*, it only matters if a certain edge has a positive capac-
ity (not-blocked) or zero capacity (blocked). In other words,
A* finds solutions of a two-pin problem based on the bina-
rized capacity heat map. With admissible heuristics, which
is the case in this research, A* router is guaranteed to yield
the optimum solution for each two-pin problem. Since the
binarized capacity heat map would not change throughout
the process in solving a Type I problem, A* solutions are
guaranteed to provide the globally optimum solution for the
entire routing problem given a pin decomposition algorithm
for the following reasons: firstly, pre-routed nets will have no
influence on the nets routed later, since the binarized capac-
ity conditions are not changing; secondly, a routing problem
solution is essentially a combination of solutions for each
two-pin problems. Thus, in solving a Type I problem, DQN
router will not necessarily exhibit any advantage over A*,
which can already find the optimum solution. The small pro-
portion of DQN outperformed cases in which DQN router
outperforms in No.8 experiments (Type I dominant) origi-
nate from the randomness of problems generator: even with
less nets, there will occasionally be some Type II problems
generated.

However, when solving for a Type II problem, some
edges will be fully utilized at a certain stage of the routing
process when a portion of the nets have been routed. There-
fore, the partial-edge-depletion capacity condition similar to
what happens in Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f will take place during the
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Table 2. Problem and model parameters of DRL routing experiment.

No. Net Number Capacity Max Pin Number Episodes Max Step γ ε Burn In DRL Win (%)

1 50 5 2 5000 50 0.98 0.05 A* 77.5

2 50 5 2 5000 50 0.95 0.05 A* 90

3 50 5 2 5000 50 0.9 0.05 A* 97.5

4 50 5 2 5000 50 0.8 0.05 A* 95

5 50 5 2 5000 50 1 0.05 A* 80

6 50 5 2 5000 50 1 0.05 Random 57.5

7 50 5 2 5000 50 1 0.05-0.01 A* 77.5

8 30 5 2 5000 50 1 0.05 A* 22.5

Fig. 6. Analysis on DQN model performance on two types of problems. Type I problem: no-edge-depletion type: (a) edge utilization plot;
comparison of (b) WL, (c) OF based on DQN routing solution and A* solution, (d) log-plot reward curves of 10 cases. Type II problem:
partial-edge-depletion type: (e) edge utilization plot; comparison of (f) WL, (g) OF based on DQN routing solution and A* routing solution, (h)
log-plot reward curves of 10 cases.

routing process. In a partial-edge-depletion scenario, A* will
still solve each two-pin problems sequentially, without tak-
ing into consideration the change of the capacity conditions.
In solving such problems, DQN-based router is guided by the
reward and solving the problem in an iterative training pro-
cess. Furthermore, the capacity information is also encoded
into the state representation of the DQN model. In this way,
DQN router is able to solve a routing problem conjointly
taking into account all nets and pins that need to be routed,
which is described as the conjoint optimization mechanism.

A comparison between the log-plot of reward curves
when solving a Type I problem (Fig. 6d) and a Type II prob-
lem (Fig. 6h) provides indirect evidence on how the conjoint
optimization mechanism of DQN works. In (Fig. 6d), which
consists of ten randomly selected log-plot reward curves
when solving Type I problems, the reward increases signif-
icantly in the first few hundred episodes. After that, it in-
creases slowly and reaches a plateau gradually. For the ten
log-plot reward curves for the Type II problems, although

these curves have also ramped up significantly in the first
few hundred episodes, they keep oscillating throughout the
training process. This corresponds to the process of model
weights adjustment in order to “reroute” existing solutions,
which can yield better solutions by circumventing congested
areas.

A more direct case study showing the conjoint optimiza-
tion of the DQN router is based on the solution analysis and
comparison of A* and DRL on a toy problem, consisting of
10 nets (each one with a maximum of 2 pins) on an 8×8×2
space. In solving this toy problem, DRL router with A*-
based burn-in memory is used, γ is set to be 0.9 and ε is set
to be 0.05. Fig. 8 shows some of the results for the case
study. Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b are the heat maps showing edge
utilization in the horizontal and vertical directions based on
A* routing solution. The via capacity heat map is not dis-
played here since in the setting of this work, via capacity is
set to be high enough that no OF will happen. The exact so-
lution of A* routing is shown in Fig. 8c, which has WL of
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Fig. 7. Example capacity and their binarized plot. (a),(b): original
capacity; (c),(d): no-edge-depletion capacity; (e),(f): partial-edge-
depletion capacity.

94 and OF of 1. The solution for exactly the same problem
based on DQN router is shown in Fig. 8d, which has WL of
92 and OF of 0. By comparing the solutions of two routers,
it is obvious that in the DQN router there are some reduced
connections in both the vertical direction (in the purple and
black circle) and the horizontal direction (in the purple cir-
cle). From the heat maps of A* routing, it can be seen that the
reduced-connection areas correspond to edges that are more
actively utilized, or in other words more congested. Such an
optimization procedure is not hard-coded, but instead real-
ized by the conjoint optimization of the DQN router.

The major reason why DQN conjointly optimizes the
problem is that the DQN model solves a whole routing prob-
lem with a single model, thus taking into account all the sub-
tasks (nets and pins to be connected in this work) simultane-
ously. For the A* router, each subtask is solved individually
and in this way the results will be strongly influenced by the
order in which the subtasks are solved. In effect, the pre-
routed nets will strongly influence the quality of routing for
pins and nets routed later. Although there can be heuristic
based algorithms to order the subtasks to combat this issue,
such as routing nets with greater spanning areas first, such
heuristics may not generalize well for all problems. For ex-
ample, a spanning area based net ordering heuristics will be
highly ineffective when solving a routing problem in which
the spanning areas of most nets are similar.

Fig. 8. Case study showing the conjoint optimization of DQN router:
heat map showing capacity utilization on (a) horizontal direction and
(b) vertical direction based on A* routing, (c) A* routing solution, (d)
DQN routing solution (red: layer 2, blue: layer 1)

5.2 DQN Model Fine Tuning
In order to obtain DQN models with enhanced perfor-

mance, fine tuning of the model is conducted in two steps:
general parameter tuning and performance improvement
tuning. General parameter tuning aims at stabilizing the
training process and guarantee that there will be feasible
solutions generated at the end of training, which includes:
batch size, learning rate, network structures and value of ε.
After a general parameter tuning, a model performance tun-
ing is conducted on further increasing the model’s ability to
yield more desirable routing solutions, which also consists of
a decay ε strategy, γ. Finally, the choice of memory burn-in
is studied and analyzed.

5.2.1 General Parameter Tuning
The performance of different models is evaluated in

terms of reward evolution during DQN model training on
4×4×2 toy problems with only 3 nets (each one with a max-
imum of 2 pins) and the training episodes is 2000. The sim-
plified setting for general parameter tuning is based on our
experimental results indicating the rough region of parame-
ters that have a reasonable performance on most problems.
The plotted rewards are not cumulative but the rewards sum-
mation for an episode, i.e. rewards summation for all two-pin
routing sub-task in a problem. The rewards summation in an
episode thus is obtained from the summation of rewards over
all two-pin routing problems.

Batch size: Batch sizes of 32, 64 and 128 are studied
and the reward plots of models across three different batch
sizes are shown in Fig. 9. The results indicate that increased
batch size does not cause the reward to increase faster and
could lead to oscillations in the reward when the batch size
is 128.
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Learning rate: Experimented learning rates include 1e-
3, 1e-4 and 1e-5. These produce a marked difference in the
reward evolution during training as shown in Fig. 9. When
the learning rate is small, the reward increase is slow and
unstable. After 2000 episodes, the model fails to produce a
reasonable solution. A more feasible learning rate typically
already produces feasible solutions after 2000 episodes. On
the other hand, when the learning rate is too large, strong
oscillations exist throughout the whole training. A learning
rate of 1e-4 results in the best trade-off.

Network structures: Various parameters including the
number of layers, the number of nodes each layer and ac-
tivation functions are studied. In particular, three fully-
connected networks with different number of nodes in their
second layer are investigated. Fig. 9 shows the reward plot
of DRL models with three different networks. As shown,
decreasing the node numbers of the second layer negatively
influences the performance of DQN models by increasing the
time it takes to obtain a higher reward or making the learning
process unstable.

ε value: As shown in Eqn. 8, the value of ε controls
the exploration-exploitation rate with higher ε values cor-
responding to more randomized actions. Fig. 9 shows the
reward plots based on different ε values. When ε is 0.05,
the reward evolution is more stable compared to cases in
which ε is smaller or greater than 0.05. Besides, a commonly
adopted decay ε strategy is experimented in the performance
improvement tuning.

Based on the above experimentation, our optimized pa-
rameters are as follows. Batch size: 32, learning rate: 1e-4,
nodes in layers: [32, 64, 32], ε: 0.05. While the best pa-
rameter set may vary with problem complexity such as the
grid size, the number of nets and the number of pin pairs on
a grid, our own experience indicates that the complexity of
the network structure needs to be increased to accommodate
the increase in problem complexity. However, a quantitative
approach that reveals the best network structure as a function
of the given model size without overfitting is the subject of
our future studies.

5.2.2 Performance Improvement Tuning
Based on the previous general parameter tuning, a tun-

ing aimed at improving the model performance for solving
routing problems is conducted, focusing on γ and ε, which
will significantly influence the model performance. Firstly a
decay ε strategy, which linearly decreases ε from 0.05 to 0.01
starting from 2000 episodes, is experimented in experiment
No.7 shown in Table. 2. Compared with experiment No. 5
which does not include decay ε strategy, there is a minor de-
crease in the performance. Therefore, the decay ε strategy is
not adopted in the optimized models.

Then, models based on different values of γ (1, 0.95,
0.9, 0.8), which is the discount factor determining the trade-
off between short term and long term reward, are experi-
mented to solve 40 problems with parameters specified in
No.2, No.3, No.4 and No.5. In this research, short term re-
ward corresponds to the negative reward obtained from a ran-

Fig. 9. Reward plots based on different combinations of model pa-
rameters. (a) batch size, (b) learning rate, (c) network structures, (d)
epsilon.

dom walk, while long term reward corresponds to the posi-
tive reward obtained when the target pin is reached. Fig. 10
shows the statistical results for routing solutions of DQN-
based router with different values of γ. Fig. 10a, Fig. 10b,
Fig. 10c and Fig. 10d show the WL for the 40 experimented
problems of DQN routing solutions (red) with γ values of 1,
0.95, 0.9, 0.8 and their corresponding A* routing solutions
(blue). In most cases, DQN router gives better solutions with
less WL in and the percentage of problems in which DQN
router yields better solutions are 80% (γ=1), 90%(γ=0.95),
97.5%(γ=0.9) and 95%(γ=0.8) respectively. Thus, the opti-
mum γ based on the statistical results are chosen to be 0.9.
Histograms in Fig. 10e, Fig. 10f, Fig. 10g and Fig. 10h shows
the decrease in WL of DQN-based routing solutions on the
40 experimented problems compared to A*-based routing
with γ values of 1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.8. The one (Fig. 10g) that
corresponds to best γ shows that on all the 40 problems ex-
perimented, WL gets non-negative decrease. It is worth men-
tioning that in these 40 problems, a small proportion of prob-
lems had a non-zero OF based on A* routing. However, in all
cases, the OF of DQN routing solutions is zero. The above
analysis indicates the overwhelmingly better performance of
DQN router compared with A* router on Type II problems.

The log-plot of reward curves for 10 randomly selected
problems solved by DQN router with γ value of 1, 0.95, 0.9,
0.8 are shown in Fig. 10i, Fig. 10j, Fig. 10k and Fig. 10l.
The first observation is that oscillations of reward curves in-
creased considerably as γ increases, indicating greater ad-
justment of DQN-network weights to obtain conjointly opti-
mized solutions. The reason for such a change is that when
γ is too large and even close to one, the DQN model will
no longer be sensitive to a change of WL represented by
short term negative reward. Only when γ becomes reason-
ably small and the short term negative reward starts having
a greater influence over the expected total reward will the
conjoint optimization start to work. Another important ob-
servation is that when γ becomes too small, especially when
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Fig. 10. Influence of discount factor γ on performance of DQN router and reward curves. WL of DQN routing solutions (red) with γ value of
(a) 1, (b) 0.95, (c) 0.9, (d) 0.8 and their comparison to A* routing solutions (blue); Decrease in WL of DQN-based routing solutions compared
to A* routing solutions with γ value of (e) 1, (f) 0.95, (g) 0.9, (h) 0.8; log-plot of reward curves for 10 randomly selected problems solved by
DQN router with γ value of (i) 1, (j) 0.95, (k) 0.9, (l) 0.8. [To do: e,f,g,h: same x scale]

it is 0.8 (Fig. 10l), some reward curves plateau at a lower
level compared to where they would have reached when γ

is 1 (Fig. 10i). One plausible explanation for the degenera-
tion of solutions as γ gets too small is that positive reward
obtained from reaching a target pin diminishes when multi-
plied with multiple γ.

5.2.3 Burn-In Memory Choice
The burn-in memory for the DQN model is yet another

key component and the choice of burn-in memory is regarded
as a tunable parameter. Here, a comparison of a random vs.
A* based burn-in memory, which use A* routing solutions
for the same problem, is conducted to determine the appro-
priate choice of burn-in memory. Experimental results cor-
responding to No. 5 and No. 6 in Table. 2 demonstrate the
performance of DQN router on Type II problems with A*-
based and random memory burn-in respectively. Fig. 11a
and Fig. 11c show the WL of DQN router with random and
A* router memory burn-in respectively (red), with the corre-
sponding WL of A* routing solutions (blue) also plotted for
comparison. For random memory burn-in case, DQN rout-
ing solutions show no signs of advantage and only in 57.5%
cases have smaller WL compared with A* routing solutions.
With the application of A* router memory burn-in, DQN
routing solutions are mostly better than corresponding A*

routing solutions. To be specific, in 80% of the problems ex-
perimented, DQN router can outperform A* router. In terms
of OF, DQN routing solutions all have zero OF while A*
router can occasionally have positive OF. For the log-plot of
reward curves of 10 randomly selected problems solved by
DQN router with random (Fig. 11b) and A* router (Fig. 11d)
based memory burn-in, the difference is minuscule. Thus,
A* router memory burn-in is selected owing to its positive
effect on performance improvement, yet it will not consid-
erably increase the learning speed of models based on the
experimental results of this research.

5.3 DRL Solutions on Different Problems

Based on the optimized network structure and model pa-
rameters, the visualized solutions of DQN routing solutions
on both 8×8×2 and 16×16×2 problems that are both Type
II are presented in Fig. 12 with their respective WL and OF.
The results show that the tuned DQN model not only yields
better solutions on 8×8×2 scale problems but also performs
better when directly applied to solving 16× 16× 2 scale
problems, without change of model parameters or structures.
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Fig. 11. Burn-in memory study showing statistical results of DQN
router on Type II problems: WL of DQN-based routing solutions (red)
with (a) random burn-in memory and (c) A* based burn-in memory
and their comparison to A*-based routing solutions (blue); log-plot of
reward curves for 10 randomly selected problems solved by DQN-
based routing with (b) random burn-in memory and (d) A* based
burn-in memory.

Fig. 12. Visualized results showing routing solutions for 8× 8× 2
problem based on (a) A* router and (b) DQN router; 16× 16× 2
problem based on (c) A* router and (d) DQN router.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This work is the first attempt to formulate the histor-

ically challenging global routing as a deep reinforcement
learning problem. By following the established conventions
of solving problems sequentially and pin decomposition in
global routing, the proposed DQN router produces superior
solutions over an A* router in most cases for Type II (partial-
edge-depletion) problems, even though A* uses an admissi-
ble heuristic. The conjoint optimization that leads to the su-
perior performance of DQN router is analyzed and validated
experimentally. Parameters including batch size, learning
rate, network structures, ε, γ and memory burn-in are fine-
tuned to enhance the performance of the DQN model. A
global routing problem sets generator is developed with the

ability to generate global routing problem sets fast with user-
defined size and constraints. These problem sets and code
for the generator will be used for training our DRL approach
and will be made publicly available to the community.

7 Future Work
There are two primary ways the current work can be

extended to make it applicable to bigger-sized problems.
Firstly, as pointed out in previous research, the conventional
deep Q-network adopted in this work tends to overestimate
the value of the Q-function. Better models such as double
deep Q-learning (double DQN) [18] are promising alterna-
tives for enhancing the performance. Secondly, only a single
agent is used in our current approach, which does not nat-
urally extend from global routing problems where each net
often has more than two pins to be interconnected. Mod-
els with multiple agents [32, 33, 34, 35] are likely to perform
better at a set of simultaneous multi-pin problems, hence al-
leviating the restriction for solving the problem sequentially
and therefore yielding better solutions.

Finally, a major obstacle in applying advanced DRL or
other machine learning based algorithms to solve global rout-
ing problems is the absence of publicly available problem set
repositories that include abundant global routing problems
with varying sizes and constraints. In follow-up work, we in-
tend to train our model based on a large number of automat-
ically generated problem sets that will not only help enable
the scaling of the proposed system to larger grids with more
complex net configurations but also increase the model’s
generalization ability to solve unseen problems. Prioritized
experience replay approach [36] will be utilized to train the
Q-network with important transitions more frequently.
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A Appendix A: Heat maps showing edge utilization of
different problem sets based on A* solution

B Appendix B: DQN Global Routing Algorithm
1. Burn in replay memory D=e1,e2, ...,et to capacity N
et = (st ,at ,rt ,st+1, IsTerminalt+1)
2. Initialize action-value function Q with random weights
3. Set batch size: n
4. Decompose multi-pin problems with Minimum Spanning
Tree
5. Network training:
for episode = 1, maximum episodes

Initialize sequence s1 starting at one pin
With probability ε select a random action at
otherwise select at = maxaQ∗(φ(st ,a;θ))
Execute action at in environment and observe reward rt
Update the environment (capacity)
for t = 1, maximum steps

Set st+1 = st ,at
Store transition (st ,at ,rt ,st+1, IsTerminalt+1) in D
Sample random minibatch of transitions from D

Set y j =

{
r j for terminals j+1

r j + γmaxa′Q(s j+1,a′;θ) for non terminal s j+1

Perform a gradient descent step on
(yi−Q(s j,a j;θ))2

end for
end for
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Fig. 13. Heat maps and edge utilization histogram of two global routing problems generated with global routing problem sets generator.
16×16×2 benchmark with normal capacity setting: (a) via capacity heat map, (b) vertical capacity heat map, (c) horizontal capacity heat
map; 16×16×2 benchmark with reduced capacity setting: (d) via capacity heat map, (e) vertical capacity heat map, (f) horizontal capacity
heat map (number of nets: 160, max number of pins each nets: 2, normal capacity: 3)
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Fig. 14. Heat maps and edge utilization histogram of two global routing problems generated with global routing problem sets generator.
32×32×2 benchmark with normal capacity setting: (a) via capacity heat map, (b) vertical capacity heat map, (c) horizontal capacity heat
map; 32×32×2 benchmark with reduced capacity setting: (d) via capacity heat map, (e) vertical capacity heat map, (f) horizontal capacity
heat map (number of nets: 160, max number of pins each nets: 2, normal capacity: 3)
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